Your Competitive Edge
in Attracting, Retaining,
& Rewarding Top Talent
In this hyper-competitive labor market top talent is difficult to come by. Top-notch employees can afford to be selective when
choosing a company, consequently a competitive salary and benefits package may not be enough to attract and retain the top
talent you desire. MRA’s Hot Topic Survey: Your Competitive Edge in Attracting, Retaining, and Rewarding Top Talent reveals
key strategies organizations are using to grab hold and secure top talent!

OVER THE TOP? – MAYBE NOT!
Strategies Used to Attract, Retain, and Reward Top Talent
Competitive pay and employer sponsored health insurance remain two of the most valued employee benefits. Is this enough to reel in
top performers? It is evident that organizations are getting creative and going above and beyond to attract, retain and reward top talent.

TOP 5 STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT
TOP TALENT

79%

72%

Rethink hiring/compensation
philosophy to offer top pay
for top talent

Understand the full candidate
experience & life cycle

Review and/or improve
workplace culture

47%
35%
23%

Showcase investment into
learning and development
– emphasize career
transformation

Focus on key leadership
competencies

TOP 5 STRATEGIES TO RETAIN
TOP TALENT

84%
64%
61%

60%

42%

Review and/or improve
workplace culture

Rethink hiring/compensation
philosophy to offer top pay
for top talent

Focus on key leadership
competencies

Showcase investment into
learning and development
– emphasize career
transformation

Understand the full candidate
experience & life cycle

TOP 5 STRATEGIES TO REWARD
TOP TALENT

38%
34%

27%

19%

Rethink hiring/compensation
philosophy to offer top pay
for top talent

Off-cycle pay increases for
performance and demonstrated
skills, changed frequency in
salary reviews, etc.

Showcase investment into
learning and development
– emphasize career
transformation

Establish concepts such as
stretch assignments, tours of
duty, lateral job movements
or other

Office perks

18%

In addition to the top five in each category, 22% of participating employers offer convenience benefits such as on-site or near-site fitness
centers, ATM’s, child care, and health clinics as well as an array of concierge services to attract top talent and 29% use convenience
benefits as a retention strategy. Stretch assignments/tours of duty (36%) and off-cycle pay increases (39%) were also reported as
successful strategies used to retain top employees. Interestingly, over 25% of organizations do not use these various creative strategies
to reward top talent.

Your Competitive Edge
in Attracting, Retaining,
& Rewarding Top Talent
OVER THE TOP? – MAYBE NOT!
Additional Strategies Used by Employers (verbatim)

Survey participants had the opportunity to share additional strategies they are using/have used to re-vitalize and/or strengthen their
competitive edge in their quest for top talent.
“Rolling out an emotional
well-being series in 2019.”
(topics - caregiving, parenting
issues, household
budgeting, etc.)

“We implemented a 3pm
Friday close time at the
start of this year.”

“We offer a
pension plan which
is a big factor in
the retention
of talent.”

“Offer a Critical
Shortage Stipend.”

“We pay the entire premium for
an employee’s health, dental
and vision and offer family
members to be added on for
a total of $150/month.”

“Climate controlled
manufacturing work
environment.”

TOP PAY FOR TOP TALENT
Additional Pay Offered to Attract, Retain, and Reward Top Talent
Participating organizations are willing to go beyond the average market pay and offer additional compensation to attract, retain and
reward top talent. Over half (56%) will pay up to 10% above market to attract a top candidate. It’s a similar story to retain top
performers where 51% of participants are willing to increase pay as much as 10% over market and some will go even higher. Over
a third of companies reward top talent with pay that exceeds the market. It’s clear that organizations are paying attention to the dollars
they set aside specifically to reward top talent. Is your organization reaching above and beyond?

66%
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44%

51%

45%
30%

9%

10%

1%

9%

2%

1% - 10% above market

2%

11% - 20% above market
Over 20% above market
We do not pay over market
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